Disruption of the terminal base pairs of retroviral DNA during integration.
Integrase catalyzes two essential steps in the integration of the retroviral genome--end processing and strand transfer--both of which require the interaction of integrase with viral att sites located at the ends of viral genomic DNA. These two different polynucleotidyl transfer reactions are apparently carried out by a single active site. The end product of these reactions, the integrated provirus, does not undergo transposition and remains a stable part of the host cell genome. A central question in understanding the mechanism of integration is how a single active site accomplishes two distinct polynucleotidyl transfer reactions. We propose that integrase distorts DNA substrates to accommodate both reactions within the active site. Evidence is provided for disruption of base-pairing at the terminus of viral DNA during end processing. Furthermore, we show that this end fraying is a required step in end processing and that it appears to occur after initial binding of the viral DNA end. This requirement for base-pair disruption may account for the inability of integrase to use internal sites on DNA molecules as viral att sites. The specificity of integrase for DNA ends solves a problem posed by the long terminal repeat structure of the viral genome, and may help to prevent transposition of integrated proviruses.